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'No, this is what was spoken by the Prophet Joel: ‘ In the Last Days, YHVH says, I will pour out 
My Spirit on all People. Your Sons and Daughters will Prophesy, your Young Men will see 
Visions, your Old Men will dream Dreams. Even on My Menservants and Maidservants I will 
pour out My Spirit in those Days, and they will Prophesy.' -Acts 2:16-18 

 
The purpose of this study is to share a 'Dream' or 'Vision' one had about a number, 723. 
As a Disclaimer, one is not a Prophet or ‘A Son of a Prophet’. One would hope one is 
‘Prophetic’ in terms of Insight only. In fact, one does not take stock in 'Dreams' as such 
until one had a Near Death Experience. One usually does not remember any Dream 
Details, but glimpses here-and-there as a Flashback, perhaps.  
 
For what it is worth, concerning the many speculated Timelines of the Rapture Event, 
around the Beginning of July 2021, one did have a Dream. It was ‘Flashback’ from what 
was remembered and it had to do with a Number that 'Flashed' across a Screen or a 
Canvas it seemed. But then one 'forgot' about it or did not pay attention to it. Then about 
2 Days afterwards, that precise part of the Dream and/or Vision appeared, exactly as 
one had seen it before, as if one was again to be reminded of it. 
 
So, a reminder occurred about this ‘723’ Number, in particular as to say, ‘Pay Attention’. 
This is really the only Reason why one is sharing it then. Perhaps it could be of some 
Prophetic Significance? The Number 723 'Flashed' across a White Pane Background in 
Black Ink, as if a Painter made a Swoosh with a Brush across the White Canvas. Not 
sure what it might mean. Is it a Date perhaps? The obvious Correlation would be 7-23 
as in July 23rd?  
 
Many Students of the End Times also suggest a Countdown of sorts? It is rather 
Interesting. There was nothing else that came with the Flashback of the Number 723 
and no hint or Info/Intel was given about it or ever since. One is not saying the Rapture 
will be on that Day, probably not, but there again, what if it is or will be Probable on that 
very Date of a ‘723’? But it could be a Significant Day in some form or way for sure. 
 
It could be a particular Spiritual Milestone on the ‘Other Side’ or a Prelude perhaps that 
will Manifest on that Day. It will remain to be seen. But for the 'Summer Wheat Harvest 
Zone'? Realize that one has been contemplated that if and when the Rapture Event is to 
occur, one is more convinced it would during a Summer July White Wheat Wedding 
Window of Time. One still has that 1st Week in August to consider of a possible timing. 
One is excited to see what Jesus will do.  
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White Wheat Wedding Time? 
One then did share this 'Flashback' with the Revelation 12 Daily Blog, as perhaps some 
may have more information on it or insight into 'Dreams' and/or Visions. So, this is 
exciting as one researched the Number in the Jewish Rabbinical Calendar. Then one 
conjectured what would have correlated to a July 23 (723) Date in any other type of Day 
Count? As to a Summer Rapture Timing then? One is also convinced that the most 
Prophetic and Appropriate Typology of the Rapture Event is the Love-Story between 
Boaz and Ruth.  
 
They are the Prophetic Type of the Rapture. It is of Jesus, the LORD of the Wheat 
Harvest, and Ruth, the Gentile Destitute needing a Kinsmen Redeemer, etc. And it was 
at the End of the Wheat Harvest that Boaz claimed Ruth as his Wife and got Married. 
He is a Prophetic Picture of the Jewish Messiah, Jesus that came to Israel, but was 
Rejected. Jesus then went to the Ruth’s of the World. And it will be at the End of a 
Wheat Harvest, perhaps on a July 23 Date that Jesus is coming for His ‘Ruth’. Sadly, 
Jesus is not coming for Israel, yet, but for a majority Gentile Bride that ‘has made 
herself ready’. 
 
It is very interesting though as around this time of the Story of Boaz and Ruth, the 
Watchers who study the End Times do start to pick-up on the prophetic type in how at 
the Mid-Night, it was when Ruth approached Boaz. It is understood that it occurs on the 
Full Moon. Then there was Gary or Jeff at Unsealed.org that wrote-up an Article about 
that, that if and when the Rapture does take place, that it would be at a Full Moon. The 
following is the Date Converter. Then the portion of the Torah that is read during this 
Day, 723, from Deuteronomy and Isaiah is very telling. 
 
It is rather interesting that the 7-Haftarah starts on this day that sets-up the countdown 
to the Feast of Trumpets. It seems to mirror the 7-fold Church Age the 7-Branch 
Menorah, the Creation Week to suggest a ‘Beginning and an End’ to a matter and/or 
Time. Could such a countdown suggest when perhaps the AntiChrist could come? This 
would mimic the timing of how, based on one’s Theory of how Jesus was Crucified in 
the Year 32 AD. And? If the Prophecy Pattern hold, then 1 Day = 1000 Years.  
 
This Prophetic Pattern then can be extrapolated to calculate that from 32 AD + 2000 
Years or 2 Days = 2032. Then subtracting the 7 Years, of the start and conclusion of the 
Tribulation would start with the Fall Feasts. This would then highly suggest that from the  
Fall 2025 to Fall 2032, the Tribulation Period should occur then. And to precisely 
calculate that Jesus returns on Yom Teruah on September 11, 2032, if the calculation is 
True. This precise Day will be the Sabbath of Return.  
 
Well, as mentioned, this 723 ‘Dream’/Vision did/does seem Interesting and perhaps a 
Prompting but maybe it is a Dress Rehearsal, a run-through or to suggest the Season or 
Time is near perhaps? The Summer Wheat Harvest is rich with Prophetic Types of the 
Rapture Event. It involves a Bride, Working in the Wheat Field, a Harvest, a 
Resurrection of Naomi, the End of Wilderness Curse, Crossing Over into the Promised 
Land, etc.  
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It is about a Time Ending  
This Time-Frame of the Year, during the True Pentecost of Acts 2, is precisely the 
Prophetic Types of the Rapture, in one’s Estimation and Interpretation. They have been 
discussed and its implications for the Season or timing of the Resurrection/Rapture 
Event. The Summer Wheat is a type of the Rapture, for sure. It is a Picture, literally of 
the Church Age Ruth’s working in the Wheat Fields, in the Field of Boaz. And he took 
note of her work, and had Compassion on her, etc. 
 
One will have to see what pans-out on the 23rd of July, of every Year. This is 
interesting, as yet another connection that lends Credence to how ‘When Pentecost 
Fully Came’ was then the Feast of New Wine. So, one really likes all the Prophetic 
Correlations as it was mentioned by many Members, also from the Revelation 12 Daily 
Blog. Eventually, just on the Law of Probability, 1 Day, a proposed Rapture Date will 
coincide with a Calculate Date. 
 
As it is, concerning ‘Dreams’ and Visions, there is a lot of Craziness occurring with 
Outlandish Assertions and Date Setting concerning the Day of the Rapture. One is not 
Judging any other’s Predictions or Calculations about the Rapture Date. But is it 
‘Unknowable’? What if this ‘723’ Number is the Key or Clue to the exact Month and 
Day? What is the difference between such People and one like this Researcher and/or 
others that seek to study the Rapture Time Sequence? 
 
Or what is the Point in sharing this Private ‘Dream’ and/or Vision of a Number 723 that 
‘Flashed’ across a Canvas? One is only suggesting a possible ‘Season’ and is not going 
beyond Scripture of what is only given. But this 723 or a July 23 Month and Date could 
be as Pieces of the Prophetic Puzzle as it were regarding the Resurrection/Rapture. 
One can never say with 100% certainty when the Rapture Date will occur. No one can. 
Or can one say 723 though? 
 
To Speculate and Calculate on Feasts or Prophetic Types is fine in one’s Assessment. 
But one has Problem when others emphatically declare the Rapture Day without 
Reservation, nor Remorse of stopping when it fails. That is why one hesitated in even 
sharing this Dream about the Number 723 that could possibly be tied to the Rapture 
Timing.  
 
It is the only Time one has ever shared this, and one does feel very uncomfortable in 
doing so. It is because in doing so, then one has crossed over onto the ‘Wild Side’. But 
maybe sometimes a ‘Walk on the Wild Side’ is needed? No. So, to give a Disclaimer 
that one is not suggesting the Rapture date will be on a July 23. But that if this Dream or 
‘Open Vision’ is from the Holy Spirit, then 723 could be or will be tied, exactly to the 
Rapture Timing. 
___________________ 
 
Main Sources 
Jewish Calendar Converter 
https://www.hebcal.com/converter?gd=23&gm=7&gy=2021&g2h=1 
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